
POOLING SOLUTIONS
Product also available in pooling
service. Contact us for more details.

RTI MANAGEMENT
This product can be managed by our
RTI Management Service

REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE
This product can be repaired or
maintained. Contact us for more
details

APPLICABLE SERVICES

Plastic pallet and pallet in 1 800x600x910mm - with
wheels

SKU 60301

Model Pally Magnum, variant of the model Pally pallet. This pallet
has the ability to convert to a pallet. Easy to move by depressing a
pedal so that the carriages are retracted and the pallet is provided
with wheels.

TECHNICAL DATA

Material  PP
Status  New
Side walls  Foldable
Bottom  Solid
Inside dimension lenght  740
Inside dimension width  540
Inside dimension height  705
Outside dimension lenght  800
Outside dimension width  600
Outside dimension height  910
Volume  280
Product  new

Type  
Industrial palletboxes, Foldable
palletboxes

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Plastic pallet 800x600x910mm - with wheels
      The model Pally Magnum is a Pally pallet having thereon a
collapsible pallet. The outer dimensions of the Pally Magnum are
800x600x910mm and interior dimensions are 740x540x705mm.
The content of this inklapare pallet is 280 liters. The loading
capacity is 500 kilograms and the maximum stack height is
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2000kg. The weight of this inklapebare pallet is 28,7kg. This pallet
model, Pally Magnum, features a foldable and stackable pallet he
also saves saves a lot of space and cost in storage and transport.
The pallet is easy to move without other logistical resources. the
carriages are retracted when you press the pedal and allows the
pallet box on wheels. The Pally Magnum has two fixed wheels of
100mm and two swivel castors of 85mm.

Link to visit this page:
https://rotom.co.uk/plastic-pallet-and-pallet-in-1-800x600x910mm
-with-wheels-60301
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